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Abstract—In this paper, we investigate the PHY-layer authentication in wireless networks, which exploits PHY-layer channel
information such as the received signal strength indicators to
detect spoofing attacks. The interactions between a legitimate receiver node and a spoofer are formulated as a PHY-authentication
game. More specifically, the receiver chooses the test threshold
in the hypothesis test of the spoofing detection to maximize its
expected utility based on Bayesian risk to detect the spoofer. On
the other hand, the spoofing node decides its attack strength,
i.e., the frequency to send a spoofing packet that claims to use
another node’s MAC address, based on its individual utility in
the zero-sum game. As it is challenging for most radio nodes to
obtain the exact channel models in advance in a dynamic radio
environment, we propose a spoofing detection scheme based on
reinforcement learning techniques, which achieves the optimal
test threshold in the spoofing detection via Q-learning and
implement it over universal software radio peripherals (USRP).
Experimental results are presented to validate its efficiency in
spoofing detection.
Index Terms—PHY-authentication, Spoofing detection, Game
theory, Reinforcement learning.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Wireless networks have to address spoofing attacks, in
which an attacker claims to be another node by using the faked
MAC address and thus obtains illegal advantages and further
performs man-in-the-middle or denial of service attacks. Traditional authentication techniques, such as digital signatures,
cannot fully address spoofing attacks in wireless networks.
Recently, physical-layer authentication techniques are proposed to detect spoofing attacks by exploiting the physical
layer properties of wireless channels. Received signal strength
(RSS) [1]–[3], channel impulse response (CIR) [4], [5], channel state information (CSI) [6]–[8] and channel frequency
response (CFR) [9], [10] have been used as the fingerprints
of wireless channels to authenticate users. In [9], a binary hypothesis test was performed to compare the channel frequency
response of the transmitter with its record. The test threshold
in the hypothesis test of the spoofing detection determines the
authentication accuracy; however, it is challenging to choose
a proper threshold value under unknown channel parameters
in a dynamic environment.
In this paper, a PHY-authentication scheme is proposed
for a dynamic wireless network, which exploits the received
signal strength indicator (RSSI) of the radio packets and
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builds a binary hypothesis test to detect spoofing attacks. The
interactions between a receiver and a spoofing attacker are
modeled as a zero-sum authentication game, in which utilities
of the receiver and the spoofing attacker are based on Beyesian
risk. The optimal test threshold in the binary hypothesis test of
the spoofing detection is achieved by a reinforcement learning
technique to maximize authentication accuracy. The proposed
spoofing detection scheme is implemented over universal software radio peripherals (USRP) and verified via experimental
results.
The contributions of this work lie in three aspects: (1)
We propose the PHY-authentication scheme that exploits the
received signal strength indicators of the message as a basis of
spoofing detection, and formulate the interactions between a
receiver and a spoofing attacker as a zero-sum authentication
game in which Beyesian risk is introduced to describe the
utilities of both players; (2) The optimal threshold in the
hypothesis test of the spoofing detection is achieved via
reinforcement-learning for a dynamic environment; (3) The
proposed spoofing detection scheme is implemented over
USRP and its performance is verified via field tests.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We briefly
review related work in Section II. In Section III, we describe
the system model and present the spoofing detection scheme.
We formulate a PHY-authentication game in Section IV and
present a reinforcement learning-based spoofing detection
scheme in Section V. Experimental results are presented in
Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes this work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Physical layer authentication in wireless networks has attracted extensive attentions from the research community. In
[2], the spatial correlation of RSS inherited from wireless
nodes is used to detect spoofing attacks. A proximity-based
authentication is proposed in [3], in which the RSS variations
are used to test the proximity of radio nodes.
Properties of the channel impulse response are used in
authentication in [4]. In [6], a CSI-based authentication framework is proposed, in which a machine-learning technique
is applied to distinguish two users even with similar signal
fingerprints. In [11], the time-varying carrier frequency offset
between each transmit-receive pair is exploited to distinguish
transmitters. The channel-phase response over multi-carrier
channels is exploited to authenticate users in [12]. In [13], an
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enhanced cross-layer authentication scheme based on packet error rate and RSSI is proposed. A single-carrier timedomain approach via either residual testing or time-domain
CSI comparison is studied in [14]. Different from the existing
studies, in this work, we focus on the spoofing detection
that applies the reinforcement learning technique to determine
the test threshold in the hypothesis test for dynamic radio
environments.
III. S YSTEM M ODEL
We consider a single-hop radio network, where a receiver
obtains packets from N transmitters which can impersonate
another node to perform spoofing attacks. For simplicity, the
i-th transmitter is assumed to have the MAC address i, i ∈ L,
where L is the possible MAC address set. After receiving a
packet, the receiver applies a PHY-authentication technique
based on the channel response to detect spoofing attacks
in the wireless network. The receiver utilizes the pilots or
preambles of the packets to estimate the channel response of
the corresponding transmitter. The nodes are assumed to have
the information of the center frequency f0 and bandwidth W .
By sampling the channel response at M different tones in
f ∈ [f0 − W/2, f0 + W/2], the receiver obtains a resulting
received signal strength indicator (RSSI) vector of the kth packet
to have the MAC address i, denoted by

 k claimed
k
, where ri,m
is the RSSI of the m-th tone
rki = ri,m
1≤m≤M
for the i-th transmitter. The receiver has a reference channel
record when
 receiving the k-thk packet for the MAC address i,
k
, where r̂i,m is the record of the RSSI at
r̂ki = r̂i,m
1≤m≤M
the m-th tone for the i-th transmitter. The probability that the
received packet is a spoofing packet is denoted by p.
The receiver applies a simple hypothesis test to determine
whether a packet with a channel vector rki is indeed sent by the
node with MAC address i. Let f (rki ) be the MAC address of
the node which sends the k-th packet with channel vector rki .
The null hypothesis H0 indicates that the k-th packet is sent
by the node with MAC address i. The alternative hypothesis
H1 represents that the MAC address of the transmitter of the
k-th packet is not i, i.e., the new packet is sent by a spoofer.
Thus, the hypothesis test is given by
H0 : f (rki ) = i

(1)

H1 :

(2)

f (rki )

= i.

The false alarm rate in the spoofing detection, i.e., the
probability that a legitimate packet is classified as a spoofing
one, denoted by α, is given by
α = Pr (H1 |H0 )

(3)

where Pr (A |B ) is the conditional probability that the receiver
chooses the hypothesis A under the occurrence of the hypothesis B. Similarly, the miss detection rate, i.e., the probability
that a spoofing packet is viewed as a legitimate one by the
receiver, denoted by β, is given by
β = Pr (H0 |H1 ) .

(4)

According to (3) and (4), we see that the probability for
a receiver to accept a legitimate packet is Pr (H0 |H0 ) =
1 − α and the probability to reject a spoofing packet is
Pr (H1 |H1 ) = 1 − β.
IV. PHY- AUTHENTICATION G AME
In this section, the interactions between a receiver and a
spoofer are formulated as an authentication game. In this
game, the receiver aims to detect spoofing attacks, while the
spoofer aims to increase its illegal advantage.
After receiving the k-th packet claimed to have MAC
address i, the receiver utilizes the above mentioned hypothesis
test to detect spoofing attacks. Based on the uniqueness of the
channel responses, the receiver discriminates the k-th packet
by comparing the new channel vector, rki , with its reference
channel vector, r̂ki . If the distance between the two vectors is
small, the receiver considers the new packet is indeed from
the node with MAC address i; otherwise, the k-th packet is a
spoofing packet. Therefore,
 the test statistic of the hypothesis

test, denoted by L rki , r̂ki , is given by
2

 k k  rki − r̂ki 
L ri , r̂i =  2
(5)
r̂k 
i

where · is the Frobenius norm. The test statistic can be
viewed as the normalized Euclidean distance between rki and
r̂ki . If the test statistic is below a threshold, denoted by θ,
the receiver accepts the null hypothesis H0 . Otherwise, the
receiver accepts H1 . Thus the receiver performs the hypothesis
test given by
H0

L ≶ θ.
H1

(6)

The test threshold θ directly impacts the spoofing accuracy.
If the test threshold is too large, the miss detection rate is high,
while the false alarm rate is large if θ is too small. Therefore
it is critical for the receiver to choose a proper test threshold.
In the game, the receiver chooses its test threshold θ
in the hypothesis test of the spoofing detection, while the
spoofer chooses its spoofing probability p. Let Cx,y denote
the payoff that the receiver chooses hypothesis Hx in the
case of hypothesis Hy , x, y ∈ {0, 1}. The costs of the PHYlayer and high-layer authentications are denoted by C and
G, respectively. The gain of accepting a packet sent by the
node with MAC address i is denoted by gil , while the cost
of rejecting a legitimate packet sent by the node with MAC
address i is denoted by γi . In addition, let gis denote the gain
of rejecting a spoofing packet claimed to have MAC address
i. Thus, we have
C0,0 = gil − G − C
C0,1 = −G − C
C1,0 = −γi − C
C1,1 = gis − C.

(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

As the probability that a received packet is a spoofing packet
is p (i.e., Pr (H1 ) = p), the Bayesian risk of the spoofing

detection for a packet from transmitter i, denoted by R(i),
which is the expected payoff in the spoofing detection, is given
by
R(i) =

1
1 


Cx,y Pr (Hx |Hy ) Pr (Hy )

x=0 y=0
(gil − G

=
− C)(1 − α)(1 − p) − (G + C)βp
(11)
− (γi + C)α(1 − p) + (gis − C)(1 − β)p.
The authentication is formulated as a zero-sum game, in
which the utility of the receiver (or the spoofer) is the
Bayesian risk in the spoofing detection, denoted by ur (θ, p)
(or us (θ, p)), and is given by
ur (θ, p) = −us (θ, p) = R(i)
= (gil − G − C)(1 − α)(1 − p) − (G + C)βp

− (γi + C)α(1 − p) + (gis − C)(1 − β)p.

(12)

The optimal threshold, denoted by θ∗ , is defined as
θ∗ = arg max ur (θ, p).
θ≥0

(13)

The receiver applies the higher-layer authentication process
for the packets that pass the PHY-authentication to reduce the
costs by spoofing packets. The reference channel vector, r̂i , is
updated once the packet of node i is accepted, i.e., r̂ki = rki ;
otherwise, r̂ki = r̂ik−1 . A packet is accepted if and only if both
the PHY-layer and higher-layer authentications accept it.
V. S POOFING D ETECTION WITH R EINFORCEMENT
L EARNING
For dynamic radio environments with unknown system parameters such as the distribution of channels, the test threshold
in the hypothesis test of the spoofing detection can be chosen
via reinforcement learning. More specifically, the optimal
authentication threshold as in (13) depends on the channel
model of the environment and the spoofing model, which are
not always known by the receiver. As a special case, if p = 0,
the optimal authentication threshold is very large to make all
the packets passing the authentication. Otherwise, if all the
packets are spoofing, i.e., p = 1, the optimal threshold has
to be small. Therefore reinforcement learning can be applied
to determine the test threshold under a dynamic unknown
environment. The receiver applies a Q-learning process to
obtain the optimal threshold in the PHY-authentication based
on its observation of the radio environment.
Without loss of generality, we assume that the receiver
obtains T packets in each time slot. The test threshold is
assumed to be one of K levels and the action set is denoted
by A = [θl ]1≤l≤K . The state observed by the receiver in the
n-th time slot, denoted by sn , consists of the false alarm rate
and miss detection rate of authentication in the previous time
slot, i.e., sn = [αn−1 , βn−1 ], which have X and Y levels,
respectively. The receiver chooses its action an based on state
sn .

Algorithm 1. Spoofing detection scheme with Q-learning.
Initialize: ε, μ, δ, Q (s, a) = 0, V (s) = 0, ∀a ∈ A.
Repeat (for each episode)
For n = 1, 2, 3, ... (for each time slot)
Observe the current state sn .
Select a threshold an via (18).
For k = 1, 2, ..., T (for each packet)
Authenticate the k-th packet:
Read MAC address i of the k-th packet.
Extract ri and r̂i .
Calculate test statistic L via (5).
If L  an and this packet passes higher-layer authentication
Update r̂i : r̂ki = rki .
Accept this packet.
Else
Keep r̂i : r̂ki = r̂ik−1 .
Send a spoofing alarm.
End If
End For
Observe next state, sn+1 , and utility Un .
Update Q (sn , an ) via (15).
Update V (sn ) via (16).
End For
End Repeat

According to (12), the utility of the receiver after receiving
T packets, denoted by Un , is given by
Un =

nT


ukr (an , pn ).

(14)

k=(n−1)T +1

In the spoofing detection scheme, the learning rate, denoted
by μ ∈ (0, 1], indicates the weight of the current Q-function,
denoted by Q(sn , an ), in the update process. The discount
factor denoted by δ ∈ (0, 1] indicates the uncertainty about
rewards to be received in the future. Let V (s) represent the
maximum Q value of the receiver in state s. The receiver
updates the Q-function as follows,
Q(sn , an ) ← (1 − μ)Q (sn , an ) + μ (Un + δV (sn+1 )) (15)
V (sn ) ← max Q (sn , a) .
(16)
a∈A

By applying the ε-greedy policy for choosing its action,
the receiver tries all actions in all the states repeatedly, i.e.,
the action to maximize the Q value is chosen with a large
probability 1 − ε while the other K − 1 actions are taken with
a small probability ε/(K − 1). The optimal threshold, denoted
by a∗ , is given by
a∗ = arg max Q (s, x) .
x∈A

(17)

Therefore, the receiver chooses its test threshold a according
to the following

1 − ε, a = a∗ ,

(18)
Pr (a = a ) =
ε
a ∈ A, a = a∗ .
K−1 ,
The spoofing detection process is shown in detail in Algorithm
1.
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Fig. 1. The network topology of the experiments in a 12 × 9.5 × 3m3 office
room, consisting of 17 transmitters and a receiver.
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VI. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
Experiments have been performed to analyze the performance of the proposed spoofing detection scheme, which is
compared with a PHY-authentication scheme with a fixed
threshold. In the experiments, we consider N = 17 transmitters and a receiver in a 12 × 9.5 × 3m3 office room, as
shown in Fig. 1, p = 0.75, C = 1, G = 3, gil = 10, γi = 20,
gis = 10 (1 ≤ i ≤ 17), f0 = 2.4 GHz, W = 200 MHz and
M = 5.
An example of the test statistic of the spoofing detection
with 6 transmitters is shown in Fig. 2. Most of spoofing attacks
can be detected by the authentication with θ = 0.04. Thus, the
test threshold is fixed as 0.04 for the case without learning.
In addition, we set μ = 0.8, δ = 0.7, ε = 0.1, X = Y = 29
levels, α = β = {0 : 0.01 : 0.1, 0.15 : 0.05 : 1}, K = 10
levels and A = {0.01 : 0.01 : 0.1}.
As shown in Fig. 3, the optimal threshold in the spoofing
detection is about 0.06, and the proposed strategy has a higher
utility and is more stable than the fixed threshold strategy in
most situations.

Both the false alarm rate and miss detection rate of the
scheme decrease with the bandwidth, as shown in Fig. 4 (a).
For example, both the false alarm rate and miss detection rate
are close to 0, if the bandwidth is 200 MHz. If the bandwidth
is 150 MHz, the false alarm rate and miss detection rate
of the fixed threshold strategy are up to 1.89% and 2.86%,
respectively, while that of the proposed strategy are only
0.03% and 0.05%. The average utility of the receiver in Fig.
4 (b) increases by 5.12% if the bandwidth is 150 MHz.
As shown in Fig. 5 (a), the miss detection rate in the
proposed strategy increases with the number of nodes, because
the optimal threshold a∗ may not match the optimal one for
the specific spoofer. As the cost of accepting a spoofing packet
(i.e., the cost of high-layer authentication) is smaller than
that to reject a legitimate packet, the receiver in the learning
process has to restrict the false alarm. On the other hand, the
average utility of the receiver in both strategies decreases with
the number of nodes from Fig. 5 (b), as the detection error
rate increases.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this work, we have investigated the PHY-authentication
technique in wireless networks. The repeated interactions
between a receiver and a spoofer have been formulated as
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a zero-sum spoofing detection game. A PHY-authentication
method has been proposed for enhancing authentication accuracy in a dynamic radio environment, in which the optimal test
threshold in the spoofing detection hypothesis test is achieved
via Q-learning technique. Experimental results demonstrate
that the proposed PHY-authentication method can efficiently
improve the authentication performance. For example, if the
bandwidth is 200 MHz, the average error rate of the proposed
spoofing detection scheme is less than 0.1%.
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